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Abstract 
 
     Concepts of graph theory have applications in many areas of computer 
science including data mining, image segmentation, clustering, image 
capturing, networks, etc . An interval-valued fuzzy set is a generalization of the 
notion of a fuzzy set. Interval-valued fuzzy models give more precision, 
flexibility and compatibility to the system as compared to the fuzzy models. In 
this paper, we introduce the concept of antipodal interval - valued fuzzy graph 
and self median interval-valued fuzzy graph of the given interval-valued fuzzy 
graph. We investigate isomorphism properties of antipodal interval - valued 
fuzzy graphs. 
 
   Keywords: Antipodal interval - valued fuzzy graph, Median interval- valued 
fuzzy graph, µ - Status, υ - Status. 
1      Introduction 
 The major role of graph theory in computer applications is the development of 
graph algorithms. A number of algorithms are used to solve problems that are 
modeled in the form of graphs. These algorithms are used to solve the graph 
theoretical concepts, which in turn are used to solve the corresponding computer 
science application problems. Several computer programming languages support 
the graph theory concepts .The main goal of such languages is to enable the user 
to formulate operations on graphs in a compact and natural manner. Some of these 
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languages are (1) SPANTREE: to find a spanning tree in the given graph, (2) 
GTPL: graph theoretic language, (3) GASP: graph algorithm software package, 
(4) HINT: an extension of LISP.  In 1975, Zadeh [31] introduced the notion of 
interval- valued fuzzy sets as an extension of fuzzy sets [32] in which the values 
of the membership degrees are intervals of numbers instead of the numbers. 
Interval- valued fuzzy sets provide a more adequate description of uncertainty 
than traditional fuzzy sets. It is therefore important to use interval-valued fuzzy 
sets in applications, such as fuzzy control. One of the computationally most 
intensive parts of fuzzy control is defuzzification [8]. 
The fuzzy graph theory as a generalization of Euler’s graph theory was first 
introduced by Rosenfeld [12] in 1975. The fuzzy relations between fuzzy sets 
were first considered by Rosenfeld, who developed the structure of fuzzy graphs 
obtaining analogues to several graph theoretical concepts. Later, Bhattacharya [7] 
gave some remarks on fuzzy graphs, and some operations on fuzzy graphs were 
introduced by Modeson and Peng [9]. The complement of a fuzzy graph was 
defined by Mordeson [10] and future studied by Sunitha and Kumar [20].  
Recently, Akram et al. introduced the concepts of bipolar fuzzy graphs, interval - 
valued fuzzy graphs, strong intuitionistic fuzzy graphs in [1-5]. 
Talebi and Rashmanlou [25] studied properties of isomorphism and 
complement on interval-valued fuzzy graphs. Likewise, they defined isomorphism 
and some new operations on vague graphs [26-27]. Rashmanlou and Jun defined 
complete interval - valued fuzzy graphs [13]. Talebi, Rashmanlou and Davvaz in 
[28] investigated some properties of interval- valued fuzzy graphs such as regular 
interval- valued fuzzy graph, totally regular interval-valued fuzzy graph and 
complement of interval-valued fuzzy graph. Talebi and Rashmanlou defined 
product bipolar fuzzy graphs [29] and isomorphism and complement on bipolar 
fuzzy graphs [30]. 
Recently Rashmanlou and Pal defined irregular interval - valued fuzzy graphs 
[11]. More results on interval - valued fuzzy graphs [14], product interval- valued 
fuzzy graphs and their degrees [15], intuitionistic fuzzy graphs with categorical 
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properties [17], some properties of highly irregular interval - valued fuzzy graphs 
[18], A study on bipolar fuzzy graphs [19] and investigated several properties. 
They defined isometry on interval-valued fuzzy graphs [14]. 
Samanta and Pal introduced fuzzy tolerance graph [21], irregular bipolar fuzzy 
graphs [23], fuzzy k- competition graphs and P-competition fuzzy graphs [24], 
bipolar fuzzy hypergraphs [22].  
   Since interval-valued fuzzy set theory is an increasingly popular extension of 
fuzzy set theory where traditional [0, 1]-valued membership degrees are replaced 
by intervals in [0, 1] that approximate the (unknown) membership degrees; 
specific types of interval valued fuzzy graphs have been introduced and 
investigated. In this paper we introduce the concept of an antipodal interval- 
valued fuzzy graph and self median interval- valued fuzzy graph of the given 
interval-valued fuzzy graph. We also investigate isomorphism properties of 
antipodal interval - valued fuzzy graphs. The natural extension of this research 
work is the application of interval-valued fuzzy graphs in the area of soft 
computing including neural networks, expert systems, database theory, and 
geographical information systems. 
 
2. Preliminaries  
  In this section we recall some basic concepts that are necessary for subsequent 
discussion. 
By a graph, we mean a pair ),( EVG =∗ , where V is the set and E is a relation on 
V. The elements of V are vertices of ∗G  and the elements of E are edges of ∗G . 
We write Eyx ∈,  to mean{ } Eyx ∈, , and if Exye ∈= , we say x and y are 
adjacent. Formally, given a graph ),( EVG =∗ , two vertices Vyx ∈,  are said to be 
neighbors, or adjacent nodes, if Eyx ∈),( . 
The antipodal graph of a graph ∗G , denoted by )( ∗GA , has the same vertex set as 
∗G  with an edge joining vertices u and v if  ),( vud  is equal to the diameter of 
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∗G . For a graph ∗G  of order P, the antipodal graph ∗∗ = GGA )(  if and only if 
pKG =
∗
. If ∗G  is a non-complete graph of order P, then ∗∗ ⊂ GGA )( , for a 
graph ∗G , the antipodal graph ∗∗ = GGA )(  if and only if (a) ∗G  is of diameter 2 
or (b) ∗G is disconnected and the components of ∗G  are complete graphs. A 
graph ∗G  is an antipodal graph if and only if it is the antipodal graph of its 
complement. The self median fuzzy graph were introduced by Ahmed and Gani in 
[6]. The median of a graph ∗G  is the set of all vertices v of ∗G  for which the 
value )(* vdG  is minimized. A graph ∗G  is self-median if and only if the value 
)(* vdG  is constant  over all vertices v of ∗G . The status, or distance sum, of a 
given vertex v in a graph is defined by ),()( vudvS
uv
∑
≠
= , where   ),( vud  is the 
distance from a vertex u to v. In other words, a self median graph ∗G is one in 
which all the nodes have the same status S(v). The graphs nnn KC ,, and nK  are 
self median. The status of a vertex iv  is denoted by )( ivS  and is defined as 
∑
∈
=
Vv
jii
i
vvvS ),()( δ . The  total status of a fuzzy graph ∗G  is denoted  by 
)]([ ∗GSt  
and is defined as )()]([ i
Vv
vSGSt
i
∑
∈
∗ = . The median of a fuzzy graph ∗G , denoted, 
is the set of nodes with minimum status. A fuzzy graph ∗G  is said to be self - 
median if all the vertices have the same status. By a fuzzy subset µ  on a set X is 
mean a map ]1 , 0[: →Xµ . A map ]1 , 0[: →× XXυ  is called a fuzzy relation on 
X if ( ))( , )( min),( yxyx µµυ ≤  for all Xyx ∈, . A fuzzy relation υ  is symmetric 
if ),(),( xyyx υυ =  for all Xyx ∈, . 
Definition 2.1: The interval - valued fuzzy set A in V is defined by 
{ }
   | ))]( , )([ , ( VxxxxA AA ∈= υµ , 
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where )(xAµ  and )(xAυ  are fuzzy subsets of V such that 0≤ )()( xx AA υµ ≤ ≤1 for 
all Vx∈ . If ),( EVG =∗  is a graph, then by an interval - valued fuzzy relation B 
on a set E we mean an interval - valued fuzzy set such that 
( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAB µµµ ≤ , 
                                             
( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAB υυυ ≤  
for all Exy∈ . 
Definition 2.2: By an interval - valued fuzzy graph of a graph ),( EVG =∗  we 
mean a pair ),( BAG = , where ] , [ AAA υµ=  is an interval-valued fuzzy set on V 
and ] , [ BBB υµ=  is an interval - valued fuzzy relation on E such that 
( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAB µµµ ≤ , 
( ).)( , )( min)( yxxy AAB υυυ ≤  
Definition 2.3: The complement of an interval - valued fuzzy graph ),( BAG =  is 
an interval - valued fuzzy graph, where 
VVi =)( , 
)()()( iAiAii υµυµ =  and )()( iAiA υυυυ =  for all Vvi ∈ , 
 , )()(  )()(  , )()(  )()()( iiBjAiAjiBjiBjAiAjiB vvvvvvvvvvvviii υυυυµµµµ −∧=−∧=
 for all Vvv ji ∈, . 
Definition 2.4: An interval - valued fuzzy graph G is called complete if 
( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAB µµµ =  and ( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAB υυυ = ,  for each edge 
Exy∈ . 
Definition 2.5: A path P in an interval - valued fuzzy graph G is a sequence of 
distinct vertices v1,v2,…., vn such that either one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(i) 0)( >xyBµ  and  0)( =xyBµ  for some x , y. 
(ii) 0)( >xyBυ  and  0)( >xyBυ  for some x,y. A path P = v1,v2,…., vn+1 
in G is called a cycle if 11 += nvv  and 3≥n . 
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Definition 2.6: Let P = nvvvv ,...,,, 210 be a path in interval- valued fuzzy graph G. 
The µ - strength of the paths connecting any two vertices ji vv , is defined 
as ( )),( max jiB vvµ  and is denoted by ( )
∞)( jiB vvµ . The υ - strength of the paths 
connecting any two vertices ji vv , is defined as ( )),( max jiB vvυ  and is denoted by 
( )∞),( jiB vvυ . If same edge possesses both the µ - strength and υ - strength value, 
then it is the strength of the strongest path P and is denoted by 
( ) ( ) ])(  , )([ ∞∞= jiBjiBp vvvvS υµ  for all i,j= 1,2,…, n. 
Definition 2.7: An interval - valued fuzzy graph G is connected if any two 
vertices are joined by a path. That is, an interval - valued fuzzy graph G is 
connected if ( ) 0 )( >∞jiB vvµ  and ( ) .0  )( >∞jiB vvυ  
Definition 2.8: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The µ - length 
of a path P: v1,v2,..., vn  in G, )( pLµ , is defined as ).,()( 1
1
1
+
−
=
∑= iiB
n
i
vvpL µµ  
The υ - length of a path P: v1,v2,..., vn  in G , )( pLυ , is defined as 
),()( 1
1
1
+
−
=
∑= iiB
n
i
vvpL υυ . The µυ - length of a path P: v1,v2,…, vn in G, )( pLµυ , is 
defined as ] , [)( υµµυ LLpL = . 
Definition 2.9: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The µ - 
distance, ) , ( ji vvµδ , is the smallest µ - length of any ji vv -  path P in G, where 
Vvv ji ∈ , . That is, ( ))( min),( PLvv ji µµδ = . The υ  - distance, ),( ji vvυδ , is the 
largest υ  - length of any vi-vj path P in G, where Vvv ji ∈ , . That is, 
( ))( max),( PLvv ji υυδ = . The distance, ),( ji vvδ , is defined as 
)],( , ),([ ),( jijiji vvvvvv υµ δδδ = . 
Definition 2.10: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph for each 
Vvi ∈ , the µ - eccentricity of vi , denoted by )( iveµ , is defined as  
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{ }jiijii vvVvvvve ≠∈=  ,  | ) , (  max)( µµ δ . For each Vvi ∈ , the υ - eccentricity of 
vi , denoted by )( iveυ , is defined as { }jiijii vvVvvvve ≠∈=  ,  | ) , (  max)( υυ δ . For 
each Vvi ∈ , the eccentricity of vi, denoted by )( ive , is defined 
as )](  , )( [)( jii veveve υµ= . 
Definition 2.11: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The µ - 
radius of G is denoted by )(Grµ  and is defined as }  | )({ min)( VvveGr ii ∈= µµ . 
The υ -radius of G is denoted by )(Grυ  and is defined by 
}  | )({ min)( VvveGr ii ∈= υυ . The radius of G is denoted by )(Gr and is defined 
as )]( , )( [ )( GrGrGr υµ= . 
Definition 2.12: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The µ - 
diameter of G is denoted by )(Gdµ  and is defined as 
}  | )({ max)( VvveGd ii ∈= µµ . The υ -diameter of G is denoted by )(Gdυ  and is 
defined as }  | )({ max)( VvveGd ii ∈= υυ . The diameter of G is denoted by )(Gd  and is 
defined as )]( , )( [ )( GdGdGd υµ= . 
Example 2.13: Consider a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph G such that  
)}.,(),,(),,(),,(),,{(},,,,{ vuvxuwvwxwEwxvuV ==  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Interval - valued fuzzy graph G 
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By routine computations, it is easy to see that: 
 
(i)  
           .2.0),(  ,  2.0),(  ,  2.0)( === vwxwwu µµµ δδδ   
          .2.0),(  ,  4.0),(  ,  2.0),( === uvuxxv µµµ δδδ  
         ,6.0),(  ,  6.0),(  ,  9.0),( === vwxwuw υυυ δδδ  
         .9.0),(  ,  9.0),(  ,  9.0),( === uvuxxv υυυ δδδ  
Distance ),( ji vvδ  is 
, ]6.0 , 2.0[),( ,  0.6] , 2.0[),(  ,  0.9] ,2.0[),( === vwxwuw δδδ  
. ]9.0 , 2.0[),( ,  0.9] , 4.0[),(  ,  0.9] ,2.0[),( === uvuxxv δδδ  
(ii) µ -eccentricity and υ -eccentricity of the vertices are 
, 4.0)(  ,  2.0)(  ,  4.0)(  ,  2.0)( ==== uevexewe µµµµ  
.9.0)(  ,  9.0)(  ,  9.0)(  ,  9.0)( ==== uevexewe υυυυ  
The eccentricities of the vertices are 
].9.0 , 4.0[)(  ,  ]9.0 , 2.0[)(  ,   0.9] , 4.0[)(  ,  0.9] ,2.0[)( ==== uevexewe  
 (iii) Radius of G is [0.2, 0.9], diameter of G is [0.4 , 0.9]. 
 
3. Antipodal interval - valued fuzzy graphs   
Definition 3.1: Let ),( BAG =  be an interval - valued fuzzy graph. An antipodal 
interval-valued fuzzy graph ),()( FEGA =  is an interval - valued fuzzy graph 
),( BAG = in which: 
(i) An interval - valued fuzzy vertex set of G is taken as interval - valued fuzzy 
vertex set of )(GA , that is, )()( xx AE µµ =  and )()( xx AE υυ =  for all Vx∈ , 
(ii) if )(),( Gdyx =δ  , then )()( xyxy BF µµ =
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( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAF µµµ =  if x and y are not neighbors in G, )()( xyxy BF υυ =  
if x and y are neighbors in G, ( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAF υυυ =  if x and y are not 
neighbors in G. 
Example 3.2: Consider an interval - valued fuzzy graph G such that 
},,,{ 4321 vvvvA =  , }.,,,{ 14433221 vvvvvvvvB =  
By routine calculations, we have 
1.0),( 21 =vvµδ  , 2.0),( 31 =vvµδ , 1.0),( 41 =vvµδ  , 
1.0),( 32 =vvµδ , 2.0),( 42 =vvµδ , 1.0),( 43 =vvµδ  , 
6.0),( 21 =vvυδ  , 4.0),( 31 =vvυδ , ,6.0),( 41 =vvυδ   
6.0),( 32 =vvυδ , 4.0),( 42 =vvυδ , 6.0),( 43 =vvυδ . 
2.0)( 1 =veµ , 2.0)( 2 =veµ  , 2.0)( 3 =veµ , 2.0)( 4 =veµ , 
6.0)( 1 =veυ , 6.0)( 2 =veυ , 6.0)( 3 =veυ , 6.0)( 4 =veυ . 
0.6) , 2.0()( =Gd  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     Fig. 2 (a):  Interval - valued fuzzy graph G 
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                                       Fig 2 (b): Antipodal interval - valued fuzzy graph G 
 
 
Hence ),()( FEGA =  such that },,,{ 4321 vvvvE =  and .φ=F  
Example 3.3: Consider an interval - valued fuzzy graph G such that 
},,{ 321 vvvA =  , },,{ 323121 vvvvvvB = . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 (a): Interval - valued fuzzy graph G 
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Fig. 3(b): Antipodal interval - valued fuzzy graph 
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9.0)( 2 =veυ  , ,1)( 3 =veυ  ) , (1) , 3.0()( 31 vvGd δ== . 
Hence ),()( FEGA = , such that },,{ 321 vvvE =  and }{ 31vvF = . 
Theorem 3.4: Let ),( BAG =  be a complete interval - valued fuzzy graph where 
),( AA υµ  is constant function then G is isomorphic to A(G). 
Proof: Given that ),( BAG =  be a complete interval - valued fuzzy graph with 
),(),( 21 kkAA =υµ , where 1k  and 2k  are constants, which implies 
that ) , () , ( 21 LLvv ji =δ  
, Vvv ji ∈∀ , . Therefore, eccentricity VvLLve ii ∈∀=     ),()( 21 , which implies that 
) , ()( 21 LLGd = . Hence )() , () , ( 21 GdLLvv ji ==δ  , Vvv ji ∈∀ ,  . Hence every 
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(i) An interval - valued fuzzy vertex set of G is taken as interval - valued fuzzy 
vertex set of A(G), that is, )()( iAiF vv µµ =   and )()( iAiE vv υυ =  for all Vvi ∈ , 
(ii) )()( jiBjiF vvvv µµ = , since iv  and jv  are neighbors in G and 
),()( jiBjiF vvvv υυ =  since iv  and jv  are neighbors in G. 
It has same number of vertices, edges and it preserves degrees of the vertices. 
Hence )(GAG ≅ . 
Theorem 3.5: Let ),( BAG =  is a connected interval- valued fuzzy graph. Every 
antipodal interval - valued fuzzy graph is spanning subgraph of G. 
Proof: By the definition of an antipodal interval - valued fuzzy graph, A(G) 
contains all the vertices of G. That is , 
(i) )()( xx AE µµ =   and )()( xx AE υυ =  for all Vx∈  and 
(ii) If  )(),( Gdyx =δ  , then )()( xyxy BF µµ =  if x and y are neighbors in G, 
( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAF µµµ =  if x and y are not neighbors in G, 
)()( xyxy BF υυ =  if x and y are neighbors in G, 
( ))( , )( min)( yxxy AAF υυυ =  if x and y are not neighbors in G. 
Hence A(G) is spanning subgraph of G. 
Definition 3.6: A homomorphism between two interval- valued fuzzy graphs 
),( 111 BAG =  and ),( 222 BAG =  is defined 21    : VVh →  is a map which satisfies 
(a) ))((  )(
21
uhu AA µµ ≤  , ))((  )( 21 uhu AA υυ ≤   for all Vu∈  
(b) ( ))( )(  )(
21
vhuhuv BB µµ ≤  , ( ))( )(  )( 21 vhuhuv BB υυ ≤   for all 1Euv∈ . 
Definition 3.7: Consider two interval- valued fuzzy graphs ),( 111 BAG =  and 
),( 222 BAG = . An isomorphism between two interval - valued fuzzy graphs 1G  
and 2G , denoted by 21 GG ≅ , is a bijective map 21    : VVh →  which satisfies 
(c) ))((  )(
21
uhu AA µµ =  , ))((  )( 21 uhu AA υυ =   for all 1Vu∈  
(d) ( ))( )(  )(
21
vhuhuv BB µµ =  , ( ))( )(  )( 21 vhuhuv BB υυ =   for all 1Euv∈ . 
It is denoted by 21 GG ≅ . 
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Definition 3.8: A co - weak isomorphism between two interval - valued fuzzy 
graphs ),( 111 BAG =  and ),( 222 BAG = is defined as 21    : VVh →  is a bijective 
homomorphism that satisfies  ( ))( )( )(
21
vhuhuv BB µµ =  and 
( ))( )( )(
21
vhuhuv BB υυ = . 
Definition 3.9: An interval - valued fuzzy graphs ),( BAH ′′=  is said to be an 
interval - valued fuzzy subgraph of a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph 
),( BAG = , if )()( iAiA vv µµ =′  , )()( iAiA vv υυ =′  , Vvi ′∈∀   and 
)()( jiBjiB vvvv µµ =′  and )()( jiBjiB vvvv υυ =′  , Evv ji ′∈∀ ),( . 
Example 3.10: In the following figure, we show the interval - valued fuzzy graph 
),( BAG =  and its subgraph ),( BAH ′′= , such that },,,{ 4321 vvvvV = , 
)},,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{( 155424433221 vvvvvvvvvvvvE = },,{ 432 vvvV =′ , 
)},(),,(),,{( 244332 vvvvvvE =′ , where )()( iAiA vv µµ =′  , )()( iAiA vv υυ =′  , Vvi ′∈∀   
and )()( jiBjiB vvvv µµ =′  and )()( jiBjiB vvvv υυ =′ , Evv ji ′∈∀ ),(  . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       Fi 
 
 
Fig 4: Interval - valued fuzzy graph and its subgraph 
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Theorem 3.11: If  1G  and 2G  are isomorphic to each other, then )( 1GA  and 
)( 2GA  are also isomorphic. 
Proof: As 1G  and 2G  are isomorphic, the isomorphism h, between them preserves 
the edge weights, so the µυ -length and µυ -distance will also be preserved. 
Hence if the vertex iv  has the maximum µ -eccentricity and max υ -eccentricity, 
in 1G , then )( ivh  has the maximum µ -eccentricity and maximum υ -eccentricity, 
in 2G . So 1G  and 2G  will have the same diameter.  
If the µυ -distance between iv  and jv  is ),( 21 kk  in 1G  , then )( ivh  and )( jvh  will 
also have their µυ -distance as ),( 21 kk . The same mapping h itself is a bijection 
between )( 1GA  and )( 2GA  satisfying the isomorphism condition. 
 (i) ( ) ( ) 1   , )()()()( 2211 Gvvhvhvv iiEiAiAiE ∈∀=== µµµµ  
 (ii) ( ) ( ) 1   , )()()()( 2211 Gvvhvhvv iiEiAiAiE ∈∀=== υυυυ  
 (iii) )()(
11 jiBjiF vvvv µµ =  , if iv  and jv  are neighbors in 1G  
 ( ))(  ,  )( min)(
111 jEiEjiF vvvv µµµ =  , if iv  and jv  are not neighbors in 1G  
 (iv) )()(
11 jiBjiF vvvv υυ =  if iv  and jv  are neighbors in 1G  
  ( ))(  ,  )( min)(
111 jEiEjiF vvvv υυυ = , if iv  and jv  are not neighbors in 1G . 
 As 21 : GGh →  is an isomorphism, ( ))(  )( )( 21 jiBjiF vhvhvv υυ = , if iv  and jv  are 
 neighbors in 1G . ( ))(  ,  )( min)( 221 jBiBjiF vvvv υυυ = , if iv  and jv  are not 
neighbors in 1G . Hence, ( ))( )( )( 21 jiFjiF vhvhvv µµ =  and 
( ))( )( )(
21 jiFjiF vhvhvv υυ = . So, the same h is an isomorphism between )( 1GA  
and )( 2GA . 
Theorem 3.12: If 1G  and 2G  are complete interval - valued fuzzy graph such that  
1G  is co-weak isomorphic to 2G  then )( 1GA  is co-weak isomorphic to )( 2GA .  
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Proof: As 1G  is co-weak isomorphism to 2G , there exists a bijection 21 : GGh →  
satisfying, ( ))( )(
21 iAiA
vhv µµ ≤  , ( ))( )( )(
21 jiBjiB vhvhvv µµ =  , 1,  Vvv ji ∈∀ . 
If 1G  has n vertices, arrange the vertices of 1G  in such a way that  
)(...)()()(
1111 321 nAAAA vvvv µµµµ ≤≤≤≤ . As 1G  and 2G  are complete,  
co-weak isomorphic interval- valued fuzzy graph,  ( ))( )( )(
21 jiBjiB vhvhvv µµ = , 
1,  Vvv ji ∈∀ . By Theorem 3.4 and the definition of antipodal interval - valued  
fuzzy graph, we have )( iGA  contains all the vertices of G, where i=1,2. That is, 
)()( xx AF µµ =  and )()( xx AE υυ =  for all Vx∈  and ( ))( )( )( 21 jiFjiF vhvhvv µµ = ,  
1,  Vvv ji ∈∀ . So, the same bijection h is co-weak isomorphism between )( 1GA  
and )( 2GA . 
Theorem 3.13: If  1G  and 2G  are complete interval - valued fuzzy graphs such 
that 1G  is co-weak isomorphic to 2G , then )( 1GA  is homomorphism to )( 2GA . 
Proof: As 1G  is co-weak isomorphic to 2G , there exists a bijection 21 : GGh →  
satisfying, ( ))( )(
21 iAiA
vhv µµ ≤ , ( ))( )( )(
21 jiBjiB vhvhvv µµ =  , 1,  Vvv ji ∈∀  and  
( ))( )(
21 iAiA
vhv υυ ≤ , ( ))( )( )(
21 iiBjiB vhvhvv υυ = , 1,  Vvv ji ∈∀ . So the µυ -
distance and hence diameter will be preserved. 
Let ),()()( 2121 kkGdGd == . If 1, Vvv ji ∈  are at a distance ),( 21 kk  in 1G , then 
they are made as neighbors in )( 1GA . So, )( ivh , )( jvh  in 2G  are also at a µυ -
distance ),( 21 kk  in 2G  and  )( , )( ji vhvh are made as neighbors in )( 2GA . If iv  
and jv  are neighbors then 
( ) ( ))(  )()( )()()(
2211 jiFjiBjiBjiF vhvhvhvhvvvv µµµµ ===  , 
( ) ( ).)( )()( )()()(
2211 jiFjiBjiBjiF vhvhvhvhvvvv υυυυ ===  
If iv  and jv  are not neighbors in 1G , then 
( ) ( ) ( ), )( )())(( , )(( min    )( , )( min)(
222111 jiFjAiAjAiAjiF vhvhvhvhvvvv µµµµµµ =≤=
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( ) ( ) ( )
 )( )())(( , ))(( min    )( , )( min)(
222111 jiFjAiAjAiAjiF vhvhvhvhvvvv υυυυυυ =≤=
Hence )( 1GA  is homoingmorphism to )( 2GA . 
Definition 3.14: Let G  be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The µ -
status of a vertex iv  is denoted by )( ivSµ  and is defined as 
∑
∈
=
Vv
jii
j
vvvS ),( )( µµ δ . 
Definition 3.15:  Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The υ -
status of a vertex iv  is denoted by )( ivSυ  and is defined as 
∑
∈
=
Vv
jii
j
vvvS ),( )( υυ δ . 
Definition 3.16: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The µυ -
status of a vertex iv  is denoted by )( ivS υµ  and is defined as 
( ))( , )()( iii vSvSvS υµµυ = . 
Example 3.17:  Consider the following interval - valued fuzzy graph ),( BAG = : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 5: Interval - valued fuzzy graph G  
1.0),( 21 =vvµδ , 3.0),( 31 =vvµδ , 2.0),( 41 =vvµδ , 2.0),( 32 =vvµδ  , 
3.0),( 42 =vvµδ , 2.0),( 43 =vvµδ , 9.0),( 21 =vvυδ , 6.0),( 31 =vvυδ  , 
9.0),( 41 =vvυδ , 9.0),( 32 =vvυδ , 6.0),( 42 =vvυδ , 9.0),( 43 =vvυδ . 
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5.0)( 1 =vµδ , 6.0)( 2 =vµδ , 7.0)( 3 =vµδ , 7.0)( 4 =vµδ  , 
4.2)( 1 =vυδ , 4.2)( 2 =vυδ , 4.2)( 3 =vυδ  , 4.2)( 4 =vυδ . 
Therefore, 2.4) , 5.0()( 1 =vS υµ , 2.4) , 6.0()( 2 =vS υµ , 2.4) , 7.0()( 3 =vS υµ , 
2.4) , 7.0()( 4 =vS υµ . 
Definition 3.18: Let G be a connected interval- valued fuzzy graph. The 
minimum µ -status of G is denoted by )]([ GSm µ  and is defined 
as ( ).   , )( min)]([ VvvSGSm ii ∈∀= µµ  
Definition 3.19: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The 
minimum υ -status of G is denoted by )]([ GSm υ  and is defined 
as ( )VvvSGSm ii ∈∀=    , )( min)]([ υυ . 
Definition 3.20. Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The 
minimum µυ -status of G is denoted by )]([ GSm
υµ
 and is defined as 
 ( ))]([   ,  )]([ )]([ GSmGSmGSm υµµυ = . 
Example  3.21: Consider the following interval - valued fuzzy graph ),( BAG = :  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6: Interval - valued fuzzy graph G  
 
By routine calculations, we have 3.0),( 21 =vvµδ , 4.0),( 31 =vvµδ , 3.0),( 32 =vvµδ , 
1.1),( 21 =vvυδ  , 2.1),( 31 =vvυδ , 1.1),( 32 =vvυδ . 7.0)( 1 =vSµ , 6.0)( 2 =vSµ , 
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 7.0)( 3 =vSµ , 3.2)( 1 =vSυ , 2.2)( 2 =vSυ , 3.2)( 3 =vSυ . 
Therefore, )3.2 , 7.0()( 1 =vS υµ , )2.2 , 6.0()( 2 =vS υµ , )3.2 , 7.0()( 3 =vS υµ . 
2.2) , 6.0()]([ =GSm
υµ
. 
Definition 3.22: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The 
maximum µ -status of G is denoted by )]([ GSM µ  and is defined as 
( )VvvSGSM ii ∈∀=    , )( max)]([ µµ . 
Definition 3.23: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The 
maximum υ -status of G is denoted by )]([ GSM υ  and is defined  as 
( )VvvSGSM ii ∈∀=    , )( max)]([ υυ . 
Definition 3.24: Let G be a connected interval - valued fuzzy graph. The 
maximum µυ status of G is denoted by )]([ GSM
υµ
 and is defined as   
( ).)]([ , )]([)]([ GSMGSMGSM υµµυ = . 
Example 3.25:  Consider the following interval - valued fuzzy graph ),( BAG =  : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7: Interval - valued fuzzy graph G  
 
By routine calculations , we have 
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2.0),( 21 == vvµδ , 3.0),( 31 == vvµδ , 2.0),( 32 == vvµδ , 
9.0),( 21 == vvυδ , 1),( 31 == vvυδ , 9.0),( 32 == vvυδ , 5.0)( 1 =vSµ , 
4.0)( 2 =vSµ , 5.0)( 3 =vSµ , 9.1)( 1 =vSυ , 8.1)( 2 =vSυ , 9.1)( 3 =vSυ .  
Therefore, .9)1 , 5.0()( 1 =vS υµ  , .8)1 , 4.0()( 2 =vS υµ , .9)1 , 5.0()( 3 =vS υµ . 
1.9) , 5.0()]([ =GSM
υµ
. 
Definition 3.26: The total µ -status of an interval - valued fuzzy graph G is 
denoted by )]([ GSt µ  and is defined as ∑
∈
=
Vv
i
i
vSGSt )( )]([ µµ . 
Definition 3.27: The total υ -status of an interval - valued fuzzy graph G is 
denoted by )]([ GSt υ  defined as ∑
∈
=
Vv
i
i
vSGSt )()]([ υυ . 
Definition 3.28: The total µυ -status of an interval - valued fuzzy graph G is 
denoted by )]([ GSt
υµ
 and is defined as ( ))]([  , )]([  )]([ GStGStGSt υµµυ = . 
Definition 3.29: The median of an interval - valued fuzzy graph G is denoted by 
M(G) and is defined as the set of nodes with minimum µυ  status. 
Definition 3.30: An interval - valued fuzzy graph G is said to be self - median if 
all the vertices have the same status. In order words, G is self - median if and only 
if  )]([)]([ GSMGSm
υυ µµ
= . 
Example 3.31: Let ),( BAG =  be an interval - valued fuzzy graph defined as 
follows:  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8: Self -median interval - valued fuzzy graph G 
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By routine calculations, we have  
2.0),( 21 =vvµδ  , 1.0),( 41 =vvµδ , 3.0),( 31 =vvµδ , 1.0),( 32 =vvµδ , 
3.0),( 42 =vvµδ , 2.0),( 43 =vvµδ , 7.0),( 21 =vvυδ , 5.0),( 31 =vvυδ , 
8.0),( 41 =vvυδ , 8.0),( 32 =vvυδ  , 5.0),( 42 =vvυδ , 7.0),( 43 == vvυδ . 
6.0)( 1 =vSµ , 6.0)( 2 =vSµ , 6.0)( 3 =vSµ , 6.0)( 4 =vSµ , 
2)( 1 =vSυ , 2)( 2 =vSυ , 2)( 3 =vSυ , 2)( 4 =vSυ . Therefore,  
2) , 6.0()( 1 =vS υµ  , 2) , 6.0()( 2 =vS υµ  ,  
2) , 6.0()( 3 =vS υµ , 2) , 6.0()( 4 =vS υµ  and 8) , 4.2()]([ =GSt υµ . 
 Here, 2) , 6.0()( =ivS υµ , Vvi ∈∀ . Hence G is self median interval - valued 
fuzzy graph. 
Theorem 3.32: Let G be an interval - valued fuzzy graph, where crisp graph *G  
is an even cycle. If alternate edges have same membership values and non-
membership values, then G is self median interval – valued fuzzy graph. 
Proof. Given that G is an interval - valued fuzzy graph. Since crisp graph ∗G  is 
an even cycle. Also, alternate edges of G have same membership values and non-
memebership values, we have 
),(...),(),( 14321 nn vvvvvv −=== δδδ  and similarly,  
Lvvvvvvvvvvvv n ======= ...),(),(),( , ),(...),(),( 53423115432 δδδδδδ . 
Hence, kvS i =)(µ   and mvS i =)(υ  , Vvi ∈∀  . So, G is a self median interval - 
valued fuzzy graph. 
Remark 3.33: Let G be an interval - valued fuzzy graph, where crisp graph *G  is 
an odd cycle. If alternate edges have same membership values and non-
membership values, then G may not be self median interval - valued fuzzy graph.  
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Fig. 9: Interval - valued fuzzy graph G 
 
By routine calculations, we have  
2.0),( 21 =vvµδ , 4.0),( 41 =vvµδ , 2.0),( 51 =vvµδ , 2.0),( 32 =vvµδ  ,  
7.0),( 31 =vvµδ , 4.0),( 42 =vvµδ , 4.0),( 52 =vvµδ  , 2.0),( 43 =vvµδ  ,  
4.0),( 53 =vvµδ , 2.0),( 54 =vvµδ , 4.1),( 21 =vvυδ  , 1),( 31 =vvυδ  ,  
1),( 41 =vvυδ , 4.1),( 51 =vvυδ , 3.1),( 32 =vvυδ , 1),( 42 =vvυδ , 1.1),( 52 =vvυδ ,  
4.1),( 43 =vvυδ , 1),( 53 =vvυδ , 3.1),( 54 =vvυδ  . 
That is , )4.1 , 2.0(),( 21 =vvδ , )1 , 7.0(),( 31 =vvδ , )1 , 4.0(),( 41 =vvδ  , 
)4.1 , 2.0(),( 51 =vvδ  , )3.1 , 2.0(),( 32 =vvδ
, )1 , 4.0(),( 42 =vvδ , )1.1 , 4.0(),( 52 =vvδ  , )4.1 , 2.0(),( 43 =vvδ
, )1 , 4.0(),( 53 =vvδ , )3.1 , 2.0(),( 54 =vvδ . )8.4 , 5.1()( 1 =vS υµ ,
)8.4 , 2.1()( 2 =vS υµ , )7.4 , 5.1()( 3 =vS υµ , )7.4 , 2.1()( 4 =vS υµ , )8.4 , 2.1()( 5 =vS υµ . 
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Here, )()( 31 vSvS υυ µµ ≠  , )()( 41 vSvS υυ µµ ≠  and 
)()( 32 vSvS υυ µµ ≠ , )()( 42 vSvS υυ µµ ≠ . 
That is, all the vertices does not have the same status. Hence G is not a self 
median interval - valued fuzzy graph. 
 
4. Conclusions 
It is known that fuzzy graph theory has numerous applications in modern science 
and engineering, especially in the field of information theory, neural networks, 
expert systems, cluster analysis, medical diagnosis, traffic engineering, network 
routing, town planning, and control theory. In this paper, we have introduced the 
concept of antipodal interval- valued fuzzy graphs and self median interval - 
valued fuzzy graphs of the given interval - valued fuzzy graphs. We investigated 
isomorphism properties on antipodal interval-valued fuzzy graphs. In our future 
work, we will focus on direct sum of two interval - valued fuzzy graphs and will 
study the truncations of the direct sum of two interval - valued fuzzy graphs. 
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